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“The seed of Civil Disobedience
was planted by someone in Massachusetts.”
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Who is
Autumn Leaf?

And here I am — a female facade, a
flower in a rock-garden desert.
And if I drop the facade, society will drop me from the nearest tree with their Boston ballet or perhaps a burning at
their stake. But beforehand, they, the “Divine” Boston Elect and Elders will hang me neatly, draw me correctly, and
quarter me precisely a witch or a whore, but most likely both. My head and body parts will be scattered about the
countryside,yet the Elders are only two-thirds right in accusing me of being an anarchist and an adulteress. Dear
reader, pray, I’m also an artist as I write, draw you pictures, and share a June morning with you this fine spring day in
1650. My name.... I have no name, when someone says her… I turn to face them. My name used to be Susan
Hutchinson. I’m the red-headed daughter of the first American libertarian, Anne Hutchinson. I still go by my
American Indian name, Autumn Leaf. I’m eighteen years old — a Briton gone “Native.”
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Chapter 2

Living with the Terrorist —
Happiness — Made in London

LIVING WITH THE TERRORIST
t is probably around 6:00 a.m., and I have to
be in class at 6:30. I look out over the Boston
Common to my right and see a few folks
milling around the pond feeding the ducks
breadcrumbs. It must be boring and nice —
humbling, to waddle along, a ducky commoner.

I

I swallow hard on this thought because boring is something I cannot be. I remember Mary Dyer always left me as a
child with her exuberant warning, “Never be boring!” Being
an untraveled nine- or ten-year-old in provincial Boston and
Providence allowed me to not even understand how boring I
already was. I don’t think the majority of humans are filled
with my quiet desperation — lonely folks sidelined, and okay
with waiting for trickle-down crumbs. We are all quacking,
and pooping along, feeding-off other Shakers, Quakers, and
poopers around the pond.
Back in 1643, after my family received the Boston Court’s
decree banishing us from Boston, the seclusion of social and
political divorce really set in. For my family and me, it was
being the outcast, the bankrupt, the loser, the divorced that
hurled our imaginations and life into a downward spiral.
Out of control and desperate is how my family members met
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their death. Frantic for patriarchal acceptance, divorced and
starved, they met their Maker at the hands of a tried and true
English imperialist strategy. My family was Attacked, Divided,
and Starved, and others Profited (ADSP).
After the massacre of my family, I was the lone survivor
and prisoner of war in New Netherland. I resisted little, as I
suppose I was in shock. The Lenape Indian chief called me
“My daughter from the Turtle God” (Ne-Chan Keshel-meng)
and I was adopted and enslaved by the Lenape Indians and
started working with the women of the tribe. This was good
enough, as my Providence young-women’s chores were similar.
However, the Lenape sister-clan power was not achieved
amid fashionable women whispering and cat-fighting like
those on Charles Street. Heretofore and surprisingly so with
the Indians, female power was not achieved at the end of a
white man’s misogynist whip, nor at the edge of a terrorist’s
blade. I thought Indian women were just housekeepers and
breeders in their savage pygmy civilization. Then I realized a few months into my terrorist vacation that the Indian
men unquestionably tiptoed around the women of the tribe.
Specifically, dainty and delightful was the male Indian, walking on eggs around the full moon, when we... when the women
bled, when we all bled.
Before the full-moon dance there would always be important seasonal meetings that the Elder women in the sister-clan
would set and lead. Their female Indian eyes glimmered like
black crystal diamonds in a certain light; but then with a
passing thought, within a side-glance, their eyes were cosmic
black-holes into another universe. Indian eyes were usually
clear, organic, deep, and precious as livid black water rushing
beneath the frozen white winter snow. Black raven water and
white positive ice: the same material, two forms: one frozen
white, the other a black female sip of liquid life — water, that
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unbeknownst to most, is seventy percent of the world and of
our bodies.
The sister-clan would sauna, bathe, and preen each other
like diligent monkeys as we stayed silent in our sweat lodge,
perspiring water and drinking this black raven water during
the long-frozen winters of my New Netherland — my New
Nothing Land. Every pore of affection was open, and we said
and felt nothing, yet we were so complete — saying nothing.
Primal, complete — so whole, and with warmth I’ve never felt
with other white-devil women. Water refreshes our souls, our
toes, and everything in between with just a tiny puddle in my
hand. A messy slurp or maybe an icy sip as my face touches the
earth’s clean blood. The Indian women with their chests and
chins held high had clean water blood rushing through their
bodies as they transcended into birds of prey at these monthly
meetings.
Wise owls and harrier hawks swooped in, wrapped beautifully in brown feathers and white-speckled animal skins. The
Indian sister-clan kept astronomically and spiritually above it
all. Above it all, from their feminine nest, their airy superiority was based on being a creator, not a God, but a Goddess.
The Indian women left our straw-and-mud longhouse
withdrawn, with a sense of calm completion on their brows;
the men scurried around like anxious ants or worry-wart
buggers, looking for their ant-hill home which had just been
kicked away. Subsequently, men bang the drum.
I remember like yesterday the feeling of the drum and
my heart starts to race. The drum loud, hollow-skinned bass
within a wooden shell, feels like rolling gentle thunder in
my chest and forehead. The men bang the drum song till the
thundering beat is their home. The beat echos and reverberates. The men yell and hum in unison with the beat until they
sing.
My body vibrated along with the drum and their songs.
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The Monster
Before she left Boston, Mary Dyer heard that Minister Winthrop described her
exhumed still-born child to his God-fearing Christian parishioners on a sunny
Sunday on Charles Street as “A most hideous creature, a woman, a fish, a bird,
and a beast all woven together.” He continued, “This unearthed monster, like
Mary Dyer, is in every tree of knowledge tempting you good Christians with
the devil’s fruit of an answered question. Pray dear parishioners you dare not
to know the devil’s truth. Pray you do not dare to be different and ask why!
Pray the monster does not drink your blood and steal your soul by welcoming
you into his garden of earthly knowledge and earthly delights. Pray thee!”

Autumn Leaf
Tarred & Feathered
I say to myself, I’ll never laugh at another person’s pain, I’ll never forget this
brilliant lie of mine. This lie allows me to catwalk to the stockades in my
black-tar dress with white-feathered boa. Blinded by hot tar, with black gooey
white feathers flying around and the taste of oil resin in my mouth, I skip along
having fun with my feathery fashion, slipping in and out of poison-ivy style.
I’m walking to the stockades, spitting feathers out of my mouth, wondering
why this is Boston’s “Civilized” Common Square.

Samuel Payneson
Samuel is sweating profusely and I can smell the salty-sailor low-tide oil bubble
out of him. His musk is a proud grime that turns arrogant as it mixes with the
dust of a weighty iron desk on his back. He stumbles and sways about in a
drunk manner. Samuel waddles and drags himself towards the exit door,
grunting and scraping himself along. It is sad and voyeuristically cruel for my
class and me to sit there and watch him sway back and forth, struggling to not
break his back and get to the door to complain to his Big-Daddy about the
“Meany” teacher at school, but this, dear reader, is an education in Boston.

Jen Patack
This common-sense remark throws Jen Patack’s inertia off track and she stands
there in the panicky silence of being a defenseless human lost in capitalistic
America. Instead of being a comfortable sloth hanging upside down, Jen is
now an upright and evolved marsupial. She is barely hanging on, and getting
panicky on a spring branch with the most adorable buds of nature blooming.

Israel Wilkinson
Israel is getting tired of trying to get rid of me, the rabble — the uninsurable,
the forgotten, the deplorable with no value. Israel says, “Susan, you’re
sub-prime. I’ll have to talk to my cousin in the sub-human market… I mean
sub-prime market.” Israel continues looking away from me, “Okay class, you
shall have the American dream with enemies and leverage. Um… excuse me,
I’m sorry, I mean, you should have the American dream with FRIENDS and
INSURANCE! Insurance is American!” Israel proclaims and concludes,
“Trust me, you cannot afford to NOT take my help.”
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Multimedia:

CLICK VIDEO TO PLAY:

YOUTUBE: @AUTUMN_LEAF
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FAQ’s /
Testimonials
q: “The Worming of America” is a found, 1st
a:

person writing from the 17th century.
Where was it found?

It was found on Shelter Island, New York three years ago as a bound pamphlet in an old trunk on an estate
where Mary Dyer stayed before she went to Boston for the second time, performing civil disobedience in
America.

q: Where did the American revolution
and civil disobedience ideas originate from?
a:
These feminist ideas orginated from Anne Hutchinson, Mary Dyer and the Quakers in 1650.
It took English/American men 126 years to listen and act.

q: What do you think Autumn Leaf would
a:

think of our current political system and
the recent televised debates?
Autumn wouldn’t understand the political system, and would think it a European or Roman control fraud.
She would think the debates are tragic comedy being performed at The World Theater on Hooligan Night.
For American pilgrims then, it was only about no debt, no standing army, and no religion in their
government, as armed militants protecting those rights. They wanted to start again in the new land, the
New Atlantis, the New World, or America, without Europe’s and Britain’s problems from the last 2000
years.
They were enlightened, impassioned, and disciplined enough to kill for it, beating back the
Emperor of the world (Britain) and started a new country - America. From there it was life, liberty, and the
pursuit of happiness. Right here in America complete communism and socialism before Communism and
Socialism even existed.
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